An eight-state molecular sequential switch featuring a dual single-bond rotation photoreaction
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Abstract

Typical photowitches interconvert between two different states by simple isomerization reactions, which represents a fundamental limit for applications. To expand the switching capacity usually different photoswitches have to be linked together leading to strong increase in molecular weight, diminished switching function, and less precision and selectivity of switching events. Herein we present an approach for solving this essential problem with a different photoswitching concept. A basic molecular switch architecture provides precision photoswitching between eight different states via controlled rotations around three adjacent covalent bonds. All eight states can be populated one after another in an eight-step cycle by alternating between photochemical Hula-Twist isomerizations and thermal single bond rotations. By simply changing solvent and temperature the same switch can also undergo a different cycle instead interconverting just five isomers in a selective sequence. This behavior is enabled through the discovery of an unprecedented photoreaction, a one photon dual single bond rotation.
**Introduction**

Molecular photoswitches are at the center of attention in smart nanotechnology research enabling high precision control of events at the smallest scales and instilling bottom-up responsiveness and adaptability into materials, drugs, or catalytic reactions. Consequentially photoswitches are used for switching or gradual modulation of functions in myriads of applications nowadays and developments are ever steeply increasing.\(^1 \text{-} 16\) Roughly two different classes of photoswitches can be distinguished, bond isomerizing switches that undergo significant changes in molecular geometry and switches that provide substantial changes in their electronic structure.\(^6 \text{-} 13, 17, 18\) The overwhelming majority of light induced bond isomerizations are achieved by simple one-bond rotations such as double bond isomerization (DBI) reactions.\(^8 \text{-} 12, 19 \text{-} 21\) Direct experimental proof for more complex coupled bond isomerizations, where more than one bond rotates concomitantly, are so far only available for bicycle pedal\(^22\) and Hula Twist photoreactions\(^23, 24\) (Figure 1a) although such simultaneous photochemical processes are proposed frequently in the literature.\(^25 \text{-} 32\)
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**Figure 1** Molecular photoswitching. a) Bond rotations currently evidenced in photoswitching. b) Multi-state switching approaches. c) Simple and compact 8-state photoswitch with switchable sequential interconversion employing a hitherto unknown dual single bond rotation (DSBR) and Hula Twist photoreactions.

At the current state of the art most small molecular photoswitches can undergo reversible changes between two different states upon irradiation with light. To go beyond this binary behavior and open up more fundamental switching possibilities (Figure 1b), multiple photo responsive units can be incorporated into a single larger molecule. This is achieved by linking either the same or different photochromic units together in a covalent fashion or through weaker interactions.\(^16, 33 \text{-} 38\) Many well-
known photoswitches like azobenzene,\textsuperscript{37, 39-43} diarylethene,\textsuperscript{44-47} or spiropyranes\textsuperscript{48} have been interlinked in such a manner but the method can be extended to virtually any photochromic dye\textsuperscript{34, 35, 49} or dye-combination.\textsuperscript{50-52} An impressive escalation in the number of switching states is thus achievable, for example six different states are possible by connecting three light-responsive units covalently into one structure.\textsuperscript{51} Another possibility to enhance the switching state number for a given photochromic molecule is provided by adding chemical signals like protonation and deprotonation.\textsuperscript{7, 53-56} Alternatively, photon driven molecular motors can be considered as compact multi-state photoswitches,\textsuperscript{56-59} usually operating by alternating four different diastereomeric states.\textsuperscript{56, 60-65} The advantage of the latter is their unequivocally more precise geometry control as opposed to the oftentimes rather loose changes obtained in multi-component architectures. We recently contributed different types of visible light driven molecular motors to the field, featuring different rotation mechanisms and alternating between three to four different states.\textsuperscript{24, 63, 66} Up to five distinct states could be accessed in macrocyclic integrated hemithioindigo (HTI) motors.\textsuperscript{67} Despite this steep progress in molecular photoswitches research, controlling more complex motions and using the full state-density capacity offered by small molecular frameworks remain untackled challenges at present.

Herein we report on a simple and compact molecular setup 1 assuming eight different stable states, which interchange one after another by alternating visible light irradiation and heating steps. The photochemical steps encompass a variant of the Hula Twist photoreaction as well as a hitherto unknown dual single bond rotation (DSBR) photoreaction (Figure 1c). The thermal steps are sole single bond rotations (SBRs). Change of the solvent polarity enables to control the sequence of isomer interconversions and either eight or five states are interchanged under irradiation and heating in specific sequences. With this compact multi-state photoswitch architecture the next level in molecular addressability has been achieved providing exquisite control over precise molecular geometry changes via light signaling. At the same time a so far unknown coupled photoisomerization reaction is discovered, which provides molecular scientists with a novel light-inducible molecular motion type.

**Results and discussion**

Sequential switch 1 is derived from the parent HTI chromophore but contains two different aryl groups geminally connected to the photoisomerizable double bond. Both aryl groups are nonsymmetrically substituted thus establishing a chiral axis each, which coincides with the respective single bond connecting to the central double bond. Therefore, sequential switch 1 exists in four diastereomeric states and eight enantiomeric states. All states of 1 - denoted A (Z-(S)_2)-(R_s) configuration), enantiomeric A' (Z-(R)_s)-(S)_2 configuration), B (Z-(R)_s)-(R_s) configuration), enantiomeric B' (Z-(S)_2)-(S)_2 configuration), C (E-(R)_s)-(R_s) configuration), enantiomeric C' (E-(S)_2)-(S)_2 configuration), D (E-(R)_s)-(S)_2 configuration), and enantiomeric D' (E-(S)_2)-(R_s) configuration) are depicted in Figure 2a.
Synthesis of 1 followed an established protocol for the generation of fourfold double-bond substituted HTIs (see Supporting Information). Because of increased steric hindrance of the two aryl substituents all atropisomers show increased thermal stability facilitating isolation and analysis. Isomers rac-A and rac-B are stable enough at 22 °C to enable separation by chromatography methods. Isomers rac-C and rac-D are interconverting rapidly at 22 °C making a separation impossible. However, since isomer rac-C is significantly more stable, it is mainly populated at ambient temperatures as confirmed by NMR spectroscopy. Consequently it is also the only isomer, which crystallizes from a solution of rac-C and rac-D isomers and can thus be obtained in highly enriched form. These results are in good agreement with the theoretical description predicting isomers rac-D to be 0.63 kcal/mol higher in energy as compared to rac-C (see Figure 3 and the Supporting Information).

The relative configurations of the different diastereomers were elucidated by 1D and 2D-NMR methods in combination with crystal structure analysis by X-ray diffraction (see Figure 2b and Supporting Information). The absolute configurations could be revealed after separation of the enantiomers by chiral HPLC and comparison of experimentally obtained ECD-spectra with calculated ECD spectra (B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory using a PCM solvent model for MeCN). The structural assignments were confirmed by X-ray crystal structure analysis of racemic A/ A’, B/ B’, and C/ C’ and enantiopure C’ and C isomers (see Figure 2b and c, and Supporting Information).
Figure 2: Structures of all eight isomers of sequential HTI switch I and corresponding ECD-spectra of enantiomerically pure samples. a) Schematic representation of the molecular structures of I with stereo labels. b) Structures of isomers A’, (from racem crystals), B’, (from racem crystals), C’, and C in the crystalline state and corresponding ECD-spectra in MeCN at 20 °C of A, A’, B, B’, C/D, C’/D’. Experimental spectra were compared with calculated spectra (B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory using a PCM solvent model for MeCN).

Thermal isomerization reactions and the ground state energy profile of HTI I and its different isomers were determined in a combined theoretical (B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory using a PCM solvent model for MeCN) and experimental approach as summarized in Figure 3. The relative Gibbs free energies ΔG of the stable isomers were determined experimentally by heating a sample of I to 62 °C over prolonged time in MeCN-d3 solution to establish thermal equilibrium (Figure 3a and b). From the relative abundance of each enantiomeric pair rac-A to rac-D the corresponding ΔG value could be obtained (see Supporting Information). The Gibbs energy of activation for thermal atropisomerization of rac-A to rac-B was determined to be ΔG‡ = 26.8 kcal mol⁻¹ in MeCN-d3 solution by following its thermal decay at 62 °C with ¹H NMR spectroscopy. The theoretical description predicts isomer interconversion by selective rotation of the trifluormethylanisol substituent whereby the methoxy substituent faces the side of the sulfur atom (TS2, Figure 3c). The selective rotation of one aromatic ring was confirmed by following the atropisomerization of enantiomers by chiral HPLC (see Figure 3a and Supporting Information for details). Isomer A is thermally converted exclusively into isomer B and A’ is thermally converted exclusively into B’. This selectivity is only possible by sole rotation around the trifluormethylanisol substituent. It should be mentioned at this point that a significant energy difference between the two possible transition states TS1 and TS2 is found in the theoretical description. Therefore theory predicts a unidirectional rotation for this atropisomerization, which can however not be proven straightforwardly in an experiment. A strong indication is given by the good agreement between the absolute ΔG‡ values obtained from theory and experiment.

The corresponding Gibbs energy of activation for thermal rac-C/rac-D interconversion was found to be ΔG‡ = 18.8 kcal mol⁻¹ in MeCN-d3 solution by following the decay kinetics of a rac-D enriched sample with low temperature ¹H NMR at -20 °C in the dark (see Figure 3b and Supporting Information). The theoretical description predicts that this atropisomerization takes place by sole rotation of the dimethylanisol substituent whereby the methoxy substituent faces the side of the sulfur atom (i.e. via transition state TS5, Figure 3c). The selective rotation could be confirmed experimentally (see Supporting Information). After chiral HPLC separation of the enantiomer pairs C/D from the pairs C’/D’ at 22 °C thermal interconversion of the enantiopure samples was monitored using chiral HPLC as analytical method. Only thermal conversion of D to C as well as of D’ to C’ is observed after photoinduced enrichment of the D/D’ isomers. Rotation of the trifluormethylanisol substituent would lead to interconversions from D’ to C and D to C’ respectively, which was not observed in the experiments. Again an unidirectional rotation of the single bond is predicted from theory for the
atropisomerization between rac-D and rac-C. The thermal isomerization reactions of HTI 1 were thus found to be highly selective and only the aromatic residue with Z relation to the sulfur atom rotates in this process. No thermal double bond isomerization was observed even after prolonged heating to 140 °C in tetrachloroethane-d2 solution and thus the relative stabilities of Z and E configured isomers could not be determined experimentally.

After establishing the thermal behavior of 1 its photochemistry was studied in detail (Figure 4a). Isomers A, A', B, and B' could be isolated in pure form and their photochemical reactions were elucidated individually. Isomers C/D and C'/D' could only be isolated as enantiomerically pure mixtures of diastereomers at ambient temperatures. Their photochemical properties were thus determined in...
thermodynamic equilibrium at 22 °C or separately at low temperatures after selective isomer enrichment. Irradiation of pure rac-A in MeCN did not lead to significant population of other isomers and therefore productive photochemistry of these enantiomers is strongly subdued. In contrast irradiation of isomers rac-B in MeCN at -40 °C with 450 nm leads to exclusive formation of rac-D and a ratio of rac-B : rac-D = 52 : 48 is established in the photostationary state (PSS, see Figure 4b and Supporting Information). Because of this PSS composition it was also established that rac-D only undergoes photoisomerization back to rac-B. When warming up the solution above -30 °C thermal rac-D to rac-C atropisomerization was observed as discussed above. If irradiation was continued at the higher temperature photochemical rac-C to rac-A isomerization occurred. In a similar experiment at 22 °C, illumination of an equilibrium rac-D/rac-C mixture with 405 nm light resulted in strong accumulation of rac-A in the PSS with a ratio of rac-A : rac-B : rac-C : rac-D = 95 : 3 : 2 : 0 (see Figure 4c and Supporting Information). It is thus possible to enrich rac-A almost quantitatively under irradiation with blue light. Quantum yields for the two photoreactions of rac-B and rac-C were obtained using photon counting in conjunction with 1H NMR or UV/vis spectroscopy and chiral HPLC analysis and are discussed further below (also see Supporting Information for more details).

Both photoreactions rac-B to rac-D and rac-C to rac-A are Hula-Twist reactions, a photoreaction in which the central double bond and one adjacent single bond rotate in the same step. However, the molecular setup of HTI 1 allows for two different Hula-Twist photoreactions for each rac-B to rac-D and rac-C to rac-A conversion, respectively as such coupled bond rotation can involve either of the two aryl substituents. To elucidate, which single bond is rotated in the Hula-Twist reaction enantiopure samples of B, B', C/D, and C'/D' were illuminated and the photoreaction kinetics were followed by quantitative 1H NMR or chiral HPLC (see Figure 4b – d, and the Supporting Information). Irradiation of B with 450 nm light at -40°C led to formation of D in MeCN with a quantum yield of 1.4% while no notable reaction into D' was observable (see Figure 4b and d). Thus, the Hula-Twist photoreaction proceeds exclusively by rotation around the central double bond and the single bond connecting to the dimethylanisol substituent. However, another photoreaction was also observed in this experiment leading from B to B' with a significant quantum yield of 0.9% (Figure 4d). The associated motion is a dual single bond rotation (DSBR) in which two atropisomerization photoreactions occur at the same time, while the central double bond is not isomerized. This reaction is – to the best of our knowledge – not described in the literature. Interestingly, a sole single bond rotation from B to A or to A' was not observed photochemically - if one single bond rotates the other single bond also undergoes rotation. As a result of this dual atropisomerization isomer B is converted into its enantiomer B'. Isomers B and B' therefore represent a branching point for the photochemistry of 1. Full racemization of the sample via DSBR is however prevented since a significant amount of B is converted to D in the competing Hula Twist photoreaction. As expected, it was found that the enantiomeric isomer B' behaves mirror-symmetric and photoisomerizes into D' via a Hula-Twist reaction and into B via DSBR. Isomer C underwent predominantly photoisomerization into A' with a quantum yield of 5.2% at 450 nm
irradiation. This corresponds to a Hula-Twist photoreaction involving the central double bond and the adjacent single bond to the dimethylanisol fragment. In this case no DSBR photoreaction or other photoreactions were observed. However, the thermal equilibrium between C and D accounts for a small population of the D isomer in the experiment and therefore photoisomerization of the latter via Hula-Twist to isomer B was also detected to some degree. Irradiation of the enantiomeric mixture C'/D’ showed the expected mirror-symmetric behavior and led to population of A and small amounts of B’, respectively. Finally the photochemistry of both enantiomers A and A’ was scrutinized and (as observed already for the racemic mixture) showed strongly diminished efficiency by at least a factor of 10 compared to photochemical processes that produce A and A’ as products. Some minimal DSBR converting A into A’ and vice versa were found together with similarly inefficient conversion to the C/C’ isomers (for details see the Supporting Information).
Photoreactions of HTI 1 during 450 nm irradiation. a) Photoreactions of 1 and associated quantum yields measured in MeCN solution. 1 Quantum yield determined taking into account the thermodynamic equilibrium of C and D at 20 °C. 2 DSBR = double single bond rotation, quantum yield indirectly determined by multiplying the ratio of the photoproducts determined by chiral HPLC analysis with the quantum yield for the Hula-Twist reaction from rac-B to rac-D measured at -40 °C. 3 Quantum yield determined at -40 °C.

b) Photoconversion of isomer rac-B in MeCN-d3 solution at -40 °C followed by 1H NMR-spectroscopy (400 MHz). Starting with pure rac-B (top spectrum) only population of isomer rac-D is observed (top to bottom spectra).

c) Photoconversion of the isomer mixture rac-C/rac-D in MeCN-d3 solution at 22 °C followed by 1H NMR-spectroscopy (400 MHz). Starting with a mixture of rac-C/rac-D (top spectrum) almost exclusive population of isomer rac-A is observed (top to bottom spectra).
Photoconversion of isomers B in MeCN solution at -40 °C followed by chiral HPLC. Starting with enantiomerically pure B (chromatogram 1) HPLC runs were conducted after different times of continuous irradiation at -40 °C monitoring the photoisomerization process (chromatograms 2-10).

Taking the thermal interconversions and the photoreactions together a repetitive isomerization cycle of racemic HTI 1 can be established in four distinct steps (Figure 5a). Starting with isomer rac-B the rac-D isomer can be obtained with 48% in the PSS. By thermal SBR rac-D is converted into the rac-C isomer with 86%, as the thermal equilibrium ratio between rac-C and rac-D is 86:14. By further irradiation at 20 °C isomer rac-A can be enriched up to 95% (rac-A: rac-B: rac-C: rac-D = 95:3:2:0). In the next thermal SBR rac-A is converted to rac-B with 78% (rac-A: rac-B: rac-C: rac-D = 20:78:2:0). Therefore, a complete cycle populating one of the four diastereomers selectively after another is performed by HTI 1. This cycle can be repeated without isolation of one of the diastereomers by “refocussing” the mixture in the isomer rac-A enriched state. This is achieved by irradiation of the mixture with 405 nm light at 20 °C, which reestablishes reliably the rac-A: rac-B: rac-C: rac-D = 95:3:2:0 ratio in solution. Consequently, the following heating and photoisomerization steps produce the same isomer ratios as in the first cycle. The fact that this cycle is reproducible when starting from an arbitrary mixture of isomers of HTI 1 was demonstrated by executing the cycle experiment 3 times in a row with the same NMR-sample (see Supplementary Information). Also, after 10 cycles, corresponding to 20 photochemical and 20 thermal steps, only minimal degradation of the performance by about 5% was observed (Figure 5b).

When also taking the enantiomers into account a selective cycle of isomer interconversions A→B→D→C→A'→B'→D'→C'→A is constituted from the main photoreactions and thermal reactions. This is possible because each individual isomer transformation is highly selective under well controlled conditions. The A→B and A'→B' as well as D→C and D'→C' interconversions proceed thermally and without racemization as sole SBRs and all photochemical steps proceed as Hula-Twist reactions again with high selectivities. After a total of eight steps the starting isomer is obtained again. This eight-step cycle can however be bypassed by the one-photon-DSBR converting isomer B into B'. In this case HTI 1 performs the two enantiomeric cycles A→B→B'→D'→C'→A and A'→B'→B→D→C→A'.

By changing the environmental conditions during photorradiation steps switching between the five- and eight-step cycles is possible (Figure 5c). If isomers B and B' perform a Hula-Twist photoreaction the eight-step cycle is followed and if the one photon DSBR occurs one of the five-step cycles is pursued. Obviously, the probability of the eight step-cycle is 100% if both B isomers perform exclusively the Hula-Twist reaction. This situation is nearly reached in MeOH solution at -80 °C with a preference for the Hula-Twist reaction of 85% corresponding to 72% eight-step cycle overall (see Figure 5c and the
Supporting Information for calculation details). Optimizing the conditions for the five-step cycle is not so obvious, as both the Hula-Twist and DSBR reaction of B/ B’ are required for this cycle. Maximum efficiency for the five-step cycles is therefore reached in a situation where 50% Hula-Twist and 50% DSBR are present. This situation is reached nearly perfectly in MeCN solution at 20 °C where 61% DSBR and 39% Hula-Twist leads to 48% propensity for the five-step cycle (Figure 5c). At the same time 15% of the eight-step cycle are present under these conditions. Similarly irradiation of B/ B’ at -40 °C in MeCN also leads to 48% propensity for the five-step cycle, owed to 61% Hula-Twist and 39% DSBR photoreactions taking place under these conditions. However, now 35% of the eight-step cycle are also present, which makes this situation less selective. When further increasing the overall DSBR probability by strongly reducing solvent polarity and conducting experiments in toluene solution, the efficiency for the five-step cycles decreases again slightly, as more “unproductive” switching back and forwards between B and B’ is taking place. However, the decrease of the Hula-Twist reaction is much more severe in this case and a comfortable situation can be reached in which the latter is almost completely suppressed. Thus, in toluene solution at 20 °C the eight-step cycle is only present to 8% and the five-step cycle is much more likely with 40%. In this way the preferences of HTI 1 to undergo a specific isomer interconversion cycle can be switched upside down by simply changing solvent and temperatures. The eight-step cycle is preferred 5-fold over the five-step cycle in MeOH solvent at -80 °C (i.e. 72% total likelihood for eight-step versus 15% total likelihood for the five-step cycle). The five-step cycle is preferred over the eight-step cycle also by a factor of 5 in toluene solution at 20 °C (8% total likelihood for eight-step versus 40% total likelihood for the five-step cycle).

Although performing sequential switching cycles HTI 1 is not a molecular motor. Obviously both five-step cycles are mirror-symmetric to each other and therefore any partial directional motions cancel each other out. The eight-step cycle possesses no enantiomeric counterpart but a mirror plane that mirrors one half of the cycle with the other one. This situation is comparable with a meso-compound, which is achiral despite the presence of stereo information. While one half of the rotations within the eight-step cycle of HTI 1 is forward, the other half must be backwards and both motions cancel each other out (see Figure 5d). However, HTI 1 is also not a simple switch as the forward and backwards motions are not random but follow a specific sequence and are isomer selective. Therefore, we refer to HTI 1 as a sequential switch. Interestingly, under observation with achiral techniques like NMR or UV-Vis spectroscopy the five- and eight-step cycles are indistinguishable and both cycles lead to the same apparent conversion in the sequence rac-A→rac-B→rac-C→rac-D.
Figure 4  Isomerization properties of the sequential photoswitch 1. a) Comprehensive scheme showing the selective and sequential switching behavior of HTI 1. The nature of individual transformations are assigned. b) Repetitive reversible switching cycles of racemic HTI 1. Minimal loss of performance is observed after 10 full cycles. Refocussing by the same enrichment of isomer rac-A. c) Propensity for eight- (green trace) or five-step (red trace) sequential switching cycles depending on the ratio of Hula-Twist (x-axis) versus DSBR (black trace) photoreactions of
isomers B/B’. d) Schematic representation of a molecular motor mechanism as opposed to the herein presented sequential switch mechanism.

In conclusion we herein present an unprecedented type of a sequential molecular switch allowing the interconversion of eight different isomers selectively and in defined sequence. This interconversion can be performed in an eight-step cycle featuring sequential photo activated Hula-Twist reactions and thermal single bond rotations or by two enantiomeric five-step cycles involving an unprecedented one photon DSBR photoreaction. By simply changing solvent and temperature each cycle can be preferred over the other by a factor of five. Furthermore, enrichment of one racemic isomer up to 95% in the PSS is possible enabling a continuous and identical repeatable sequence of isomer interconversions – even when starting with an arbitrary mixture of isomers. This new type of compact molecular tool providing complex sequential movements and eight different accessible states will add new fundamental opportunities for photoswitch applications and future bottom-up building of nanomaterials. In addition, the here discovered one photon DSBR photoreaction enables a new type of light-induced motion at the molecular scale, which should be of great interest for photoswitching applications and especially for future advanced molecular machine building.
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